Chapter 3
Secrecy amplification
The uncertainty about the identity of direct neighbours prior to the actual deployment
naturally results in such a property of the key distribution schemes that most of the nodes
in the network should be able to establish a shared key (either directly or with support
from other nodes). This alone is a serious challenge for memory- and battery-limited nodes.
At the same time, this property implies one of the main problems for maintaining a secure
network in presence of an adversary with the ability to compromise link keys (e.g., via node
capture or eavesdropping). If the extracted secrets can be commonly used in any part of
the network, various Sybil and replication attacks can be mounted (e.g., to join an existing
cluster with a captured node clone). Moreover, even when the compromised node is detected
and its keys are revoked, the revocation list must be maintained for the whole network (e.g.,
if the revocation list is maintained in a completely decentralized way then ultimately every
node must store a copy of the list). A common way and good practice to introduce localized
secrets is to not use pre-distributed keys for ordinary communication, but only to secure
the key exchange of fresh keys, which are locally generated only by nodes involved in the
exchange. If the usage of the pre-distributed keys is allowed only for a certain time (or
treated with more scrutiny later), such practice can limit the impact of the node capture
as the localized keys have no validity outside the area of their generation. An attacker is
forced to mount his attack only during a limited time interval and it is thus reasonable to
expect that the number of compromised nodes will be lower. When such localized secrets
are established with the support of other (potentially compromised) nodes, the secrecy of
the resulting key can be violated. To tackle this threat, secrecy amplification protocols were
proposed.
This chapter starts with discussion of the principles, properties and performance results of
several secrecy amplification protocols including those proposed by us for a partially compromised network resulting from plaintext key distribution known as Key Infection [3]. We
will provide detailed comparison is based on simulations resulting from an S3 simulator (see
Section 1.2 for description). Later we discuss the applicability of secrecy amplification protocols to different types of partially compromised networks resulting from a node capture in
probabilistic key pre-distribution. The differences between characteristics of compromise (socalled compromise patterns) are described, and the impact of these differences on the success
of secrecy amplification protocols is examined. To cover additional compromise patterns, we
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turn from manual design of the protocols and focus on an automatic generation of such
protocols. We are using a combination of evolutionary algorithms that generate candidate
solutions and a network simulator that evaluates them. Such an approach enables us to find
personalized protocols that work well for a particular key distribution method and against a
given attacker and his tactics, avoiding unnecessary messages and thus significantly reducing
the communication overhead and making secrecy amplification protocols more practical. An
automated approach helps us to find the new protocol with a better fraction of secured links
than all published. Finally, we propose a novel principle of secrecy amplification protocols
design. This design exhibits linear instead of exponential increase of protocol messages with
increasing network density. An automated approach was used to design new protocols with
a comparable fraction of secured links to the original (message expensive) approach.
Analysis of the Pull protocol is based on our paper [16], but is significantly rewritten to
incorporate information from additional experiments and to better fit with the remaining
chapter text. Initial results for automatic generation of secrecy amplification protocols were
published in [57] and is accepted for publication as a chapter in book [50].

3.1

Related work

Secrecy amplification protocols (also known as privacy amplification protocols) were introduced by [3] for weaker attacker model together with the plaintext key exchange as a
lightweight key establishment method (so-called Key Infection) for wireless sensor networks.
This approach does not require any pre-distributed keys. Nodes are simply distributed over
the target deployment plane and perform discovery of neighbours by radio. Every node then
generates a separate random key for its each neighbour and sends it un-encrypted (as no
keys are pre-shared) over a radio link. This key is then used as a basic link key to encrypt
subsequent communication. This scheme has minimal memory requirements, requires no
pre-distribution operations in a trusted environment and every node can essentially establish a key with any other nodes. Perfect node capture resilience is achieved as any two nodes
share different keys. If no attacker with eavesdropping capability is present during such
plaintext key exchange then all keys will be secure. On the other side, if an attacker is able
to eavesdrop all plaintext exchanges then the scheme will be completely insecure as all keys
will be compromised. A modified attacker model based on the assumption that the attacker
has limited material/financial resources is used instead. Basic assumption is that not all
links are eavesdropped.
The first assumption of the model is the similarity of devices used as network nodes and
eavesdropping nodes, especially radio sensitivity. We will reason about this assumption a
bit: The higher sensitivity of the radio implies higher energy consumption and eavesdropping
nodes will require stronger battery sources implying an increased attack cost. Additionally,
the relatively small radio range of legal nodes enables frequent radio channel reuse. An
eavesdropping node with a highly sensitive antenna will receive signals from several parallel
transmissions on the same channel, rendering the received cumulated signal unreadable. The
assumption of similar radio sensitivity is therefore reasonable.
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3.1.1

Plaintext key exchange – whispering

Communication between two neighbours might be performed with full radio transmission
power (we will call this transmission as maximal screaming mode). This mode of transmission is suboptimal both from energy-efficiency and security points of view. Current sensor
platforms allow us to control the transmission power to some degree to save on node battery,
and this feature can be used to facilitate plaintext key exchange which can be eavesdropped
only in a limited area.
We will use the term whispering for this message transmission mode between two nodes
that is performed with the minimal transmission power necessary to communicate. If the
sending node is using lower power than this minimal value, then the receiving node is not
able to receive messages successfully with its own antenna. The minimal power strength
can be obtained from the following process: node starts sending a hello message with the
minimal possible power. If no response is received within a defined time-frame, then power is
repeatedly increased by small steps until the particular neighbour can hear the transmission
and responds.
This minimal transmission power is used later to exchange the link key in plaintext. An
attacker will compromise a link key when he is able to record this key exchange transmission.
If the eavesdropping device has the same quality of receiver as legal nodes (antenna, signal
amplification) then the eavesdropping device must be positioned at equal or smaller distance
to the sending node from the receiving node to eavesdrop transmission (if signal propagation
is an ideal sphere). This assumption will be used for simulations of secrecy amplification
protocols.
As the plaintext key exchange takes place immediately after network deployment, the attacker’s eavesdropping devices must be present from the very beginning, actually placed in
the deployment field before the deployment of the network. If the exact deployment field
is not known in advance, the attacker must cover larger areas by its eavesdropping nodes
than the owner of the network. The ratio between legal nodes and attacker’s eavesdropping
nodes will be then unbalanced toward a higher number of legal nodes. This forms the second
assumption of the model.
In real deployment, several hello messages should be sent with the same transmission power,
as wireless signal propagation might vary, transmission with minimum possible power is
desirable, and several lost messages during the key exchange (short messages themselves)
can be tolerated. Also, the key exchange can be actually in the hello message. If multiple
messages are used, then a different random key should be used for each message to limit the
time frame when a particular key value is in the air, possibly vulnerable to eavesdropping.
The receiving node will respond with a hash of the key from the received message to confirm
the exchange of the key.
In the Key Infection approach, a weakened attacker model is necessary for the first stage
(plaintext key exchange) and in some cases also during secrecy amplification. The attacker
then reverts to the mode where all transmissions are eavesdropped by an attacker. The
length of this interval, together with the resilience of the used exchange and subsequent
secrecy amplification, determines the cost for an attacker to successfully attack the network.
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3.1.2

Basics of secrecy amplification protocols

A secrecy amplification protocol is an additional scheme executed by the nodes in the network
after the basic link key establishment, plaintext key exchange in case of the Key Infection.
Fresh new secrets are generated locally and distributed using existing links with associated
security state (secure/compromised). As a result, new link keys are constructed. These are
different from original pre-shared or exchanged secrets. Especially in WSNs, secrets usable
only locally should be preferred due to the possibility of various Sybil-like attacks. Moreover,
some links can be secured, even when the original link was compromised.
What is commonly unknown to the network nodes is the identity of links that are actually
compromised. Still, we can execute the amplification protocol as the second layer of defence,
even when the link between A and B is secure against the attacker (but we do not know
′
= H(KAB , K), where KAB is the original link key,
that). If we create a new link key as KAB
K is a fresh key exchanged during amplification protocol and H is a cryptographically strong
one-way function, we will obtain a secure link if either the original link is already secure or
K can be securely transported to both A and B over some existing path. Such process poses
a significant communication overhead as the number of such paths is significant, but may
also significantly improve the overall network security.
Eventually, more iterations of the amplification protocol can be performed. The security of
link keys can be further improved as links newly secured in the previous iteration can help
to secure a new link in the next iteration.
There is no difference between passive and active attackers for the secrecy amplification
protocol with respect to the number of secured links. An active attacker controlling a node
is equivalent to a passive one that has compromised all links to the node, thus intercepting all
passing messages. A denial-of-service attack can be mounted if intermediate nodes propagate
incorrect values, but will be detected after the construction of a new link key, because two
non-compromised nodes will not be able to establish a functional key. By gradually removing
the keys used in the construction, they can spot the node or path which contributed the
defective key and ignore it for later protocol runs. The inverse attack must be considered as
well as two compromised nodes may blame a legal node for providing an incorrect key. A
link jammed by an adversary is equivalent to a missing connection rendering path unusable
for secrecy amplification.
Secrecy amplification protocols can be categorized based on:
Number of distinct paths used to send parts of the final key – if more than one path is
used then the protocol performs so-called multi-path amplification. An attacker must
eavesdrop all paths to compromise the new key value. If two nodes A and B exchange
a new key directly in one piece, then only one path is used. Note that multiple virtual
paths can be constructed over one physical path [56].
Number of involved intermediate nodes per single path – basic key exchange between
A and B requires no intermediate node. If at least one intermediate node is used then
the protocol performs so-called multi-hop amplification. The path is compromised if
an attacker is able to eavesdrop at least one link on the path.
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Notation
|
A, B
Ci
NC
NP
Nd1 d2
kxy
Kxy
′
Kxy
H(.)
EKxy (.)

Description
concatenation operator
identification of nodes for which link key is strengthened during secrecy amplification
identification of intermediate node(s) used during secrecy amplification
identification of central node during group-oriented secrecy amplification protocols
identification of node with special role during group-oriented secrecy amplification protocols
distance relative identification of a node with distance d1 from NC and d2 from NP
key exchanged in plaintext from node x to node y
pairwise key shared between nodes x and y
new pairwise key shared between nodes x and y after secrecy amplification
application of cryptographical strong one-way hash function H
symmetric encryption function using key Kxy

Table 3.1: Notation used for secrecy amplification protocols. Function H should be realized
as HMAC construction [6] instead of simple hash function to prevent extension attacks.

3.1.3

The mutual whispering protocol

The simplest secrecy amplification protocol is based on a combination of keys exchanged
between two nodes. Mutual whispering secrecy amplification constructs the new key between
′
= H(kAB , kBA , KAB ), where kAB is the key exchanged (whispered)
A and B simply as KAB
from A to B, kBA from B to A, and KAB is an already existing shared key for the link
between A and B if such key exists, otherwise only keys kAB and kBA are combined. This
protocol was not explicitly mentioned in [3], but was actually used for simulations there
(based on provided source code). Mutual whispering is a one-hop two-path protocol – no
intermediate node is used and keys from two paths are combined (from A to B and from B
to A – these paths overlap).

A → B : (A, B, kAB )
B → A : (B, A, kBA )
′
= H(kAB |kBA |KAB )
A, B compute KAB
Table 3.2: Message diagram for mutual whispering protocol.

3.1.4

The Push protocol

The multi-hop (two-hop) and multi-path (number of neighbours reachable from both A and
B) secrecy amplification protocol was described in [3]. Node A generates q different random
values (key parts) and sends each one along a different path over an intermediate node(s)
Ci to node B, encrypted with an existing link key(s). All values combined together with the
existing key shared between A and B are used to create the new key value. If at least one path
is not compromised, the resulting key will be secure. Simulations in [3] for attacker/legal
nodes ratio up to 5% are presented, showing that the plaintext key exchange followed by the
Push protocol is suitable within this attacker model.
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Figure 3.1: Minimal transmission power used
during whispering between (green) nodes A
and B. Attacker’s node positioned inside the
inner circle (red node) is able to eavesdrop
the transmission between A and B whereas
node positioned outside (black node) is not.

Figure 3.2: Graphic representation of the
simplest version of Push and Pull amplification protocols with only one intermediate
node C. Red dashed circle highlights the
node generating a fresh new random secret
N . Kxy is the existing directional key between nodes x and y.

A → Ci : EKACi (A, B, Ni )
Ci → B : EKCi B (A, B, Ni )
′
A, B compute KAB
= H(KAB |Ni )
Table 3.3: Message diagram for two-hop version of the Push protocol.

3.1.5

The Commodity protocol

A variant of initial key exchange mixed with the Push protocol (will be denoted as Commodity) without explicit secrecy amplification is presented in [29]. Node A sends the same
key ki to nodes B and Ci in plaintext using whispering. Then ki is used to secure distribution of initial key material Eki (A, B, Ki2 ) between (A, B), Eki (Ci , A, Ki3 ) between (Ci , A)
and Eki (Ci , B, Ki3 ) between (Ci , B). The final key shared between (A, B) is constructed as
KAB = H(Ki3 , H(Ki2 , ki )). Formal security proof of the proposed scheme is presented in
the paper. The fraction of secured links will be lower than for the Push protocol as the
transmission of initial exchange is performed with a higher transmission power (maximum
of transmissions required to reach both B and C from A) and therefore is more likely to
be compromised. We exclude the Commodity protocol from more detailed analysis, as it is
only a variant of the Push protocol, does not provide secrecy amplification as separate and
the fraction of secure links will be lower than for the Push protocol alone.

3.1.6

The Pull protocol

A variant of the Push protocol called Pull protocol is presented in our work [16]. The initial
key exchange is same as for the Push protocol, but node Ci generates fresh secrets which
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A → B : (A, B, Ci , ki )
A → Ci : (A, B, Ci , ki )
A → B : Eki (A, B, Ki2 )
Ci → A : Eki (Ci , A, Ki3 )
Ci → B : Eki (Ci , B, Ki3 )
A, B compute KAB = H(Ki3 , H(Ki2 , ki ))
Table 3.4: Message diagram for two-hop version of the Commodity protocol.
are used to improve the secrecy of the key shared between nodes A and B instead of node
A as in the Push protocol. The basic idea is that the area where eavesdropping nodes must
be positioned to successfully compromise the link key is smaller than for the Push protocol.
The resulting fraction of compromised keys is then lower as an attacker has a smaller chance
to place eavesdropping nodes properly.
Ci → A : EKCi A (A, B, Ni )
Ci → B : EKCi B (A, B, Ni )
′
= H(KAB |Ni )
A, B compute KAB
Table 3.5: Message diagram for two-hop version of the Pull protocol.

3.2

Analysis of secrecy amplification protocols

Previous work [3] and [29] dedicated little attention to the behaviour of proposed protocols
for different network densities, networks with a higher number of eavesdropping nodes or
repeated iterations of amplification. Simulations were performed only for small sizes of the
network. Work [29] provided no analysis of the fraction of secured links at all.
We focused on the development of an optimized simulator capable of simulating networks up
to hundreds thousands of nodes with variable deployment field size, network density, number of eavesdropping nodes and repetition of amplification process. The simulator aims to
simulate such networks in reasonable time to provide more detailed performance estimation,
used also for our Pull protocol. See Section 1.2 for simulator details.
The initial results of our simulator for the Push protocol had the same dynamics, but the
absolute numbers were different from the original results presented in [3] quite substantially
– up to 50-100% of the original results. We asked authors for their original simulator and
inspected the source code. We found that their implementation is correct, but they use a
mesh with very small resolution to position the nodes and the total number of nodes used
was also quite low. When we increased the implicit number of nodes in their simulator, the
results varied in tens of percent from the results presented in the original paper. The results
presented in this section come from our simulator.
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Figure 3.3: Fractions of compromised link keys with 1% of eavesdropping nodes for multiple
iteration of the protocols. The Push protocol applied over basic whispering (upper left)
and over mutual whispering (upper right) is shown. The Pull protocol applied over basic
whispering (lower left) and over mutual whispering (lower right) is shown.

3.2.1

Network settings and simulation setup

Legal and attacker nodes are randomly distributed over a pre-defined area. The neighbour
discovery phase is performed for each legal node based on its transmission range. Attacker
nodes act just as passive communication eavesdroppers – they represent a passive adversary,
but they immediately share all information eavesdropped by any of them so that they can
instantly combine key values sent over different paths.
We used network sizes between 104 to 105 of legal nodes deployed over a square plane with
side equal to 25 distance units. Actual variation of average number of neighbours was
achieved by changing the transmission range for legal nodes (values between 0.1 and 0.5
were used).
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Figure 3.4: Fractions of compromised link keys with 20% of eavesdropping nodes. Results
are presented for Push, Pull and mutual whispering protocols, executed after the initial
key exchange (basic whisper) or after the initial key exchange with the mutual whisper
amplification applied first. The Push protocol applied over basic whispering (upper left)
and over mutual whispering (upper right) is shown. The Pull protocol applied over basic
whispering (lower left) and over mutual whispering (lower right) is shown.
The simulations were performed with an increasing density of the networks and the resulting
graphs are averaged results from at least five distinct simulation runs (note that the high
number of nodes in the network and a large deployment plane provides reasonable independence of simulation results from a particular placement of the nodes – therefore five to ten
simulations with different nodes layout are sufficient to provide a reasonable average).

3.2.2

Discussion of simulation results

The set of graphs presented in Figures 3.3, and 3.4provides simulation results for all inspected
protocols and some selected combinations. Dependency of the fraction of secured links on
network density and number of eavesdropping nodes are inspected. Performance of maximum
screaming and whispering alone is shown and serves as a baseline (number of secure links if
no secrecy amplification protocol is executed). The second set of results is generated from
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Figure 3.5: Fraction of compromised keys with increasing fraction of eavesdropping nodes.
Network density for legal nodes is 8 neighbours on average.
execution of mutual whispering with both Push and Pull protocols over network. Finally, the
execution of Push and Pull protocols over network with already performed mutual whispering
is examined. Figures 3.5 and 3.2.2 show the behaviour of the protocols with the increasing
number of eavesdropping nodes for two network densities with eight and fifteen neighbours
respectively on average.
The first set of graphs (Figure 3.3) shows results from a network of 104 nodes with 1% of
eavesdropping nodes (i.e., there are 100 eavesdropping nodes).
The amplification results are naturally getting worse with an increasing number of eavesdropping nodes in the network as more links are compromised during the initial plaintext
key exchange. The second set of graphs (Figure 3.4) shows results for the same settings
(104 of legal nodes), but with a significantly increased number of eavesdropping nodes at
20% (i.e., there are 2000 eavesdropping nodes).
Based on simulation results for these two scenarios, following findings were observed:
Repetition of secrecy amplification iterations significantly increases the total number
of secure links, especially for the lower rates of eavesdropping nodes. The results
presented in [3] were done for only one iteration of the amplification protocol. As new
links are secured in the first iteration, following iterations have a better starting position
than the first one (more secure links). Simulations showed that the increase of secure
links can be very significant, decreasing the number of compromised links effectively
to zero for scenarios with a low attacker presence and a dense enough network (e.g.,
15 neighbours on average). Significant improvement by repetition is possible also for
a strong attacker presence (20%).
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Figure 3.6: Fraction of compromised keys with increasing fraction of eavesdropping nodes.
Network density for legal nodes is 15.2 neighbours on average.
Reasonable number of repetitions within tested scenarios is between two and four as
additional repetitions do not provide significant increase. The Figures 3.3 and 3.4
show results for up to five iterations of amplification protocols, where only the last two
iterations provide a small improvement.
Success of amplification fluctuates with network density. The actual number of links
secured by the secrecy amplification protocol as well as the relative factor of improvement (rate between number of secure links before and after amplification) depends
heavily on the network density and may fluctuates.
This behaviour is caused by interplay between two factors – a) amplification protocols
generally work better with a higher density of the network; b) the attacker will initially compromise a higher fraction of links in dense networks (regardless of the number
of eavesdropping nodes). The baseline number of compromised links after the plaintext key exchange (no amplification applied yet) increases quickly with the increasing
density of network.
For very sparse networks (up to five nodes in transmission range on average), protocols
requiring intermediate nodes often do not find such intermediates between two original
nodes and only factor b) applies and so the fraction of compromised links is increasing.
With a moderate density of network, amplification protocols have enough intermediates
and factor a) is dominating over b), causing a decrease in compromised links. For
very dense networks (more than 20 neighbours on average), factor b) will eventually
overweight factor a) gain, if enough eavesdropping nodes are present. For a low attacker
presence (e.g. 1% of eavesdropping nodes), factor b) never overweight a). For scenarios
with a significant attacker presence (e.g., 20%), increasing network density after some
threshold does not help to decrease the fraction of compromised links. Such situation
is best seen in the graph of the Pull protocol with basic whispering on Figures 3.3 and
3.4.
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The Pull protocol outperforms the Push protocol when whispering is used. One
iteration of the Pull protocol provides significantly more secure links than one iteration
of the Push protocol (factor of two for sparse networks up to factor of four for dense
networks). Multiple iterations work significantly better with the Pull protocol than
for the Push protocol, especially for 1% eavesdropping nodes. The threshold point of
network density where the number of compromised links starts to decrease is also lower
(around five for the Pull protocol and around eight for the Push protocol).
Combination of Mutual whispering with other amplification protocol might increase
the number of secured links. Combination of the Push protocol with mutual whispering provides exactly the same fraction of secured keys as the Pull protocol alone. The
reason comes from the geographical distribution of areas where eavesdropping nodes
must be positioned to successfully compromise the link key during amplification. Intersection of compromise areas (area where the attacker eavesdrops a key if positioned
inside) for mutual whispering and the Push protocol is exactly same as for the Pull
protocol alone. Consequently, amplification success is same as well. This behaviour
introduces the idea of efficient composition (stacking) of several secrecy amplification
protocols – we will discuss this issue later in Section 3.5.
Mutual whispering is better than Push/Pull protocols alone for sparse networks.
Mutual whispering requires no intermediate node and therefore is not impacted by the
possibility of unreachable intermediates, which might happen frequently for sparse networks. The combination of a protocol without intermediates (e.g., mutual whispering)
with a protocol that uses intermediates (e.g., the Pull protocol) should be generally
preferred.

3.2.3

Transmission overhead

The number of messages necessary to execute Push and Pull protocols is same. Also the
′
can be established (not necessarily a secure key) using mediator
probability that new key KAB
Ci remains the same as both protocols use at least one intermediate node. Intermediate node
Ci is unusable for amplification when no path from A to B over Ci exists. Specifically for
the two-hop version of Push and Pull protocols (one intermediate node), Ci cannot be used
if Ci is not neighbour of A and B at the same time. This situation can occur with the same
probability for both Push and Pull protocols as node identities for the Push protocol can be
viewed as permutation of the Pull protocol. Similar situation holds for multi-hop versions
of Push and Pull protocols.
Further improvement is possible for the two-hop Pull protocol if the eavesdropping node
density is assumed to remain same from the initial plaintext key exchange between neighbours
to the amplification phase as well. Messages exchanged during the amplification phase then
do not need to be encrypted, as each legal node transmits messages with exactly the same
strength as for the initial key exchange. Intermediate Ci can simply transmit the value Ni
using one transmission with strength equal to the stronger value used for A or B, preserving
the same compromise ratio. If the attacker is able to receive a stronger signal, the new key
will be compromised anyway as the attacker already has one of the underlying link key kCi A
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of eavesdropping node success rates.
or kCi B . One message exchange is thus spared, resulting in a 50% decrease in the number of
total messages in case of the two-hop Pull protocol. Note that this optimization cannot be
used for multi-hop version of the Pull protocol with more than one intermediate.

3.2.4

Compromise success for eavesdropping nodes

The set of graphs on Figure 3.7 shows the number of eavesdropping nodes, which were able
to compromise a particular number of link keys for different secrecy amplification protocols.
The results are generated from networks of 105 legal nodes with 1000 (1%) eavesdropping
nodes. Every variation of the protocols we have been studying is provided in a separate
graph.
The first graph covers the situation when keys are sent in clear with the maximum transmission power. The success rate of compromised keys corresponds to a Poisson distribution.
Basic whispering shifts the mean value strongly towards a low number of compromised link
keys per eavesdropping node, but still almost all eavesdropping nodes are usually responsible
for the compromise of several link keys.
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Figure 3.8: Example of non-uniform distribution of the link key compromise for the Pull
protocol. Two-dimensional deployment plane is displayed with number of compromised link
keys as third axis. Red crosses show position of the eavesdropping nodes. Legal nodes are
not shown for the clarity reasons.
Secrecy amplification protocols have a notable impact. A large fraction of eavesdropping
nodes is not able to compromise a single key, and the number of really successful eavesdropping nodes (nodes responsible for compromise of a large number of link keys) is rapidly
decreasing with the value of compromised link keys. The last graph shows the amplification
protocol combined with mutual whispering (Push and Pull protocols have the same results
for such combination) where about 300 out of 1000 eavesdropping nodes are not able to
eavesdrop a single key. The uneven distribution of compromised links also indicates that
there might be large areas in the network without compromised link keys. Visualization
of eavesdropping nodes layout together with the number of compromised links on Figure
3.8 provide an example of such non-uniform compromise for the Pull protocol. Such nonuniformity can be exploited to further increase the number of secure links and provides a
background for the inspection of different compromise patterns as we later discuss in Section
3.4.

3.3

Key Infection analysis conclusions

One of the goals of the work was to verify simulations from [3] and to provide detailed
information about protocols behaviour for the various network parameters. We believe that
the results we introduced confirm very good resistance of amplification protocols against a
local adversary. The presented results provided an insight in the published protocols and
introduced a new secrecy amplification protocol with better faction of secured links.
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The most important findings can be summarized as follows. The secrecy amplification generally works better with denser networks, but one cannot improve the ratio of secure keys with
density over certain threshold when a certain density and attacker nodes fraction threshold was reached. Multiple iterations of secrecy amplification protocols provide a significant
increase in the fraction of secure links with about three repetitions being reasonable. The
combination of protocols is possible and a proper combination improves the number of secured links. The combination of the Push protocol with mutual whispering provides same
results as the Pull protocol alone for network densities except for sparse networks. Sparse
networks should combine mutual whispering with multi-paths/hops protocols to prevent
situation with missing intermediate nodes.
Comparing Push, Push and Commodity protocols, Commodity requires the shortest period
of the weakened attacker model (transmission of only one key k), but k can be intercepted
from a larger distance than keys in Push and Pull protocols. An additional problem exploitable by an attacker is such that an intermediate node Ci knows the value of key between
A and B. The Push protocol results in a significantly lower number of compromised link keys
than the Pull protocol, especially for denser networks (more than 15 neighbour average).
Secrecy amplification protocols can make a network almost completely secure, when 1% of
eavesdropping nodes is assumed. Even when 20% of eavesdropping nodes are present and
each legal node has two eavesdropping nodes in transmission range on average, there are still
90% of link keys secure.
Secrecy amplification protocols were originally introduced for the Key Infection plaintext
key exchange, but can be used also for a partially compromised network resulting from a
node capture for the probabilistic pre-distribution and other partially compromised networks.
This idea is later described in Section 3.5.

3.4

Compromise patterns of key distribution

Different key distribution schemes behave differently when the network is under attack targeted to disturb a link key security. The impact on link key security differs based on the
attack strategy used. In case of node capture, all links to captured node are compromised. If
some probabilistic pre-distribution scheme like [21, 10, 19] is used then some additional links
between non-compromised nodes become compromised as well. An eavesdropping of the
exchanged key in the Key Infection approach [3] does not compromises nodes directly, but
compromises links in reach of eavesdropper radio instead. The characteristics of a particular
compromise pattern may significantly influence the success rate of the secrecy amplification executed later. We will focus on two types of network compromise patterns – Random
compromise pattern and highly correlated Key Infection pattern.
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